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CONTENTS 
110 Ancestor tiles  
6 Scoreboards                 
96 Dynasty tokens (valued I, II, or III) 
110 Gold tokens (valued 1, 5, or 10)
1 Rulebook 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Ancestree™ is an elegant tile drafting game designed by Eric M. Lang, illustrated by Larry Elmore and colored 
by Adelheid Zimmerman.  

In Ancestree™, it’s late at night and you’re in the historical archives proving to your rivals that you have the 
greatest lineage of them all! Your search reveals fascinating ancestors within your family tree; wealth, power 
and the occasional black sheep of the family are all there. How do your ancestors stack up through the 
generations? Play Ancestree™ today and find out! 

GAMEPLAY 
In Ancestree™, players get to build their personal family trees!  During each of three rounds, every player 
begins with a hand of 6 Ancestor tiles.  They choose one and pass the remaining tiles to the next player.  The 
chosen ancestor is then added to the family tree, connected by leaves or hearts. Once 5 Ancestor tiles have 
been added to the tree, the round ends. Players compare their family tree to those of their neighbors and 
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gain points for the longest connected generations and for coin icons in their tree.  After three rounds, players 
gain bonus points for all the marriages they have created.  The player with the highest score wins! 

CONSUMER BENEFITS AND APPEAL 
Quick-to-Learn Gameplay: Choosing and passing Ancestor 
tiles is a breeze, and building the family trees is as simple as 
connecting two shapes together. 

Everyone Can Compete: With multiple ways to win, players 
earn points by connecting generations, adding coins to their 
tree, and completing marriages – there is no definite winner 
until the very end!  

Beautiful Art and Design: Eye-catching art and design by 
renowned artist Larry Elmore and Adelheid Zimmerman bring 
the various cultures and characters to vibrant life.  

RETAILER BENEFITS AND APPEAL 
Easy to Explain and Demo: With easy to follow gameplay diagrams on the back of the box, Ancestree™ takes 
just seconds to explain and minutes to demo, allowing your employees to make the sale quickly.  

Links to Genealogy:  The game’s emphasis on looking for ancestors and building a family tree has proven to 
be a great hit with those who actively explore their own heritage and past. 

Wide Appeal: With intuitive gameplay and multiple paths to victory, Ancestree™ can be enjoyed by children 
and parents alike.  Designer Eric M. Lang is well-known to serious gamers, who can use Ancestree™ as a filler 
or gateway game to introduce the drafting mechanism to newcomers in a satisfying way. 
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